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ORGANIZATIONAL MATTERS, INCLUDING THE STRICTURE AND FUNCTIONS OF THE SECRETARIAT 
(ID/B/L.I-U)  (continued) 

Mr. ANANICHÜ/ (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) thought that UNIDO 

should obviously have a centralized structure.    The new organization had been born 

of the need to co-ordinate and centralize United Nations industrial development 

activities.    It was therefore odd that an attempt should have been made to dispute 

that principle,  although it was essential to create a closely knit organization and 

avoid encouraging the proliferation of branches and departments whose activities 

would subsequently have to be co-ordinated.   The organization should meet the needs 

of the developing countries  and accede to their requests.   It could, of course, do 

so by sending "travelling salesmen" to those countries to find work for it.    It 

could also, like the fire brigade, provide them with emergency assistance and then 

leave them to fend for themselves.    However, the only scientific vay of helping the 

developing countries was to acquire a thorough knowledge of their industrial 

development plans - in other word6, their long-term needs.   The creanization should 

help those countries to define their industrial policies and formulate the 

principles which would govern its own action in that sphere.    It was therefore 

obvious that the structure of the  secretariat should be both sectoral and 

territorial.    In that regard, the creation of a Technology Division and a Policies 

and Programming Division was quite justified.    The former was fully competent to 

solve problems affecting the different branches of industry.    The latter would 

concentrate on determining the relative importance of industry in the economy of a 

country or region.    On the other hand, the Technical Co-operation Division posed 

some problems.    One might wonder why that division, which for some mysterious 

reason did not have a European unit, was responsible for the programming, 

implementation and over-all co-ordination of field activities  (ID/B/L.1).    That 

arrangement, which did not suit an action-oriented organization, condemned the 

first two divisions to conduct studies and research unrelated to the practice of 

industrialization.    In fact, the Technology Division should deal directly with each 

industrial project and have competent specialists and technicians able to solve the 

specific problems of the different industrial branches.   Almost all the tasks 

involved in the execution of a project concerned one specific branch of industry. 

/••• 
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The Technology Division should be eeared to give technical assistance to the 

different branches  and play a leading role in the organization1s operational 

activities.    The variety of functions entrusted to the Industrial Services and 

Institutions Division was also disturbing.    Document ID/BA (para. 139)  stated that 

in 1967 greater attention would be devoted to technologies for smll-soole 

industries.    Admittedly the problems of those industries were juct as real as those 

of iron and steel or machine-building but they were the responsibility of the 

Technology Division.    Policy questions in that field and,  consequently, the whole 

section on small-scale industries should thus be the concern of the Policies and 

Programming Division.    In addition,  it was not clear vhy the Indue trial Services 

and Institutions Division had a section on patents and licences and a section on 

industrial standards  and quality control.    Many questions relating to patents and 

standards were purely technical and couli be entrusted to the Techn-lo-y Division. 

His delegation had not been able to devote as much time as it would have wished 

to the study of the documents on the general structure of the secretariat.    It felt, 

however, that the inclusion in the  secretariat of highly skilled specialists - and 

not, as some had suggested, Jacks-of-ell-trodes  - vas the key to success. 

Mr. Dumi tre scu (iiomania), Vice-President,  took the Chair. 

Mr. GUPTA (india) said that the structure ard functions of UNIDO should be 

such as to reflect its operational character.    For that purpose,  it should recruit 

well-qualified personnel with practical field experience and intimate knowledge of 

the problems posed by industrialization for the developing countries.    He supported 

the Turkish representative's sugestión that preference should be given to 

technicians from the developing countries.    It was particularly important that an 

increasing number of nationals of those countries which had reached a relatively 

advanced sta3e of industrialization should be appointed to posts at the director 

level.    The developing countries should be adequately represented at the highest 

level of the UNIDO secretariat.    At present, however, apart from the Executive 

Director's post, only two of the eiGht D-l and D-2   posts were held by nationals of 

developing countries; he hoped that situation vould be remedied shortly.    The 

activities of UNIDO should be decentralized and close contacts established with the 

industrial departments of the recipient Governments. 
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The scarcity of operational Activities had often been attributed to the 

shortage of sound projects or requests. In order to remedy those shortcomings, 

UNIDO should not only apprise Governments of the types of assistance it could 

p-ovide but should also help then to formulate their requests. The ideal solution 

v'-uld be to have UNIDO offices in the various developing regions. The appointment 

of industrial advisers to tne offices of UNDP resident representatives in Africa 

had been a first step in that direction; that measure should be extended to other 

regions. The organization could then send to the capitals of a nuaber of 

developing countries representatives who would also cover the neighbouring 

countries. They would have to be non-specialists able to study the needs of the 

countries concerned. On the basis of those preliminary studies, experts could 

thon be sent to the countries to make more detailed studios which would ultimately 

lr^ad to specific requests for technical assistance or pre-investment projects. 

Mr. 3CHEJBAL (Czechoslovakia) said chat the experience gained by the 

Centre for Industrial Development should not be neglected. Even if the Centre was 

vulnerßbüe to criticism, it deserved better than the unfounded aid even superficial 

critic i sir. that some had levelled at it. No form of organization was static; it 

must be constantly adapted to the requirements of the organization as a whole. To 

meet the expectations of all members of the Board, the secretariat would have to 

draw upon the collective wisdom and experience of its staff, particularly of its 

leading officials. The composition of the staff was important in that respect and 

it would be unwise to have too few administrators, since that would hinder the work 

of the specialists. Increasing the number of the latter vras not the only wayof 

achieving better results; special care should be taken to recruit the best 

qualified specialists able to serve both at Headquarters and in the field. The 

professional staff must also be correctly distributed among the various divisions, 

taking due account of the central role of the Technology Division, which should be 

given sufficient resources. He ./ould like to hear the views of the Executive 

Director on thoce matters. 

The question of centralisation could be solved only In a pragmatic way as 

specific needs developed. Efforts must be made to utilize fully both the >., 

Headquarters and field staff. The secretariat could ask for the assistance of 

/ • • • 
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experts from various   'ountrí-.n ar.I   -vulJ!,   if r  ...>:~SFI,/,  ey •. i. •  •>,.:. .;_.•'. .tu. >   <->f 

uny particular official  wherever lu", pr<: ;cnce \ ;u; ne< led. 

The Board should pay cinse at-,,entiöL to ih:: wo •'.: of ti.-  : .-< •   * >r^t,   ili, 

methods of work  and its  core, osition .    His delegation .v.ippoi :   •'   '    • j. •-,-••   ' . 

gt the previous meeting by the Romanian and Eua^arit.a ^on. :>:.¡.l'i- < /c;.    1    '..;. 

convinced that Europe  should also participate in technical co-op«.ration. 

Mr. TELL  (Jordan) recalJed that his delegation hud asked  the Execut.'re 

Director for further information on the changes he intended to malie in the structure 

of UNIDO and the measures he had talien to transfer to it only those        ieialc  and 

branches of the Centre that were really essential.    However,  documents ID/B/L.1 

and L.3 on the structure of UNIDO cave the impression that the Centre for Inuuutrial 

Development was arising reborn from its ashes.    Moreover, the proposed structure 

was too big for the organization*s present resources.    He afreec with the united 

States representative that the structure of UNIDO should be related to the needs 

which were reflected in its programme of work and which, moreover,   should govern 

all its activities both at Headquarters and in the field.    Its main objective was 

to promote the accelerated industrialization of the developing countries  and it 

should not, for example,  interfere in the relations between the advanced market - 

economy countries and the centrally planned countries vhich could regulate their 

own relations bilaterally.    Naturally, UNIDO could not secure the services of the 

best specialists  in all branches of industry.    The experts it needed should be 

"generalists",  able to decide where the technical know-how needed to satisfy the 

requests of the developing countries could be found and hew it could be mobilized. 

The comments of the USSR representative on the Technical Co-operation Division 

were very much to the point.    That Division should perform the purely administrative 

function of liaison with field operations and should be reorganized along the lines 

of BTAO.    Research, which was unquestionably useful, should not be the 

responsibility of a separate branch, but should be split up among the different 

divisions. 

With regard to administrative matters,  a balance must of course be maintained 

between administrative and technical services.    The Executive Director might 

perhaps draw up a new manning    table after UNIDO*s transfer to Vienna and might 
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consider using some services  (such as documentation, conferences, etc.)  Jointly 

with IAEA.   Autonomy should never bo obtained at the price of duplication. 

UNIDO needed new blood, but it should not become an employment agency for 

unattached international personnel or a place where other organizations might dump 

incompetent bureaucrats avid for promotion. 

Mr. BADAWI (United Arab Republic) considered that the Board should lay 

down general  guidelines on the structure of the  secretariat which should ensble it 

to do its vork with the greatest possible efficiency. 

As far as the structure of Headquarters was concerned,  care sK'o'u  •     •.-con 

to secure the services of highly qualified technical personnel, vhore ¿it-        '- 

specialization should correspond to the manifold aspects of indus;   i -1 de  c   u.^'-it. 

As far as field services were concerned,  the complexity of the in '.    > rial." > ^ion 

process and the variety of problems it  involved must also be  t~„" -      to  inerii;,. 

The developing countries did not have  all the knowledge and si-.ills t..<?y needed. 

Thus,   industrial  advisers  should be assigned to them to help  t:w\:. ;',er, the.r 

projects started.    Moreover,  a kind of liaison must be established with the 

industrialized countries to ascertain what assistance was aval It. hie to ;ieet 

industrial development needs.   As for the Peruvian proposal concerning tne 

decentralization of UNIDO*s activities he feared that the Borxd lacked sufficient 

time to study it;  it could be dealt with later at a different session. 

Mr. ABDPïï.-RAHHAfl! (Executive Director)   said that he had never considered 

UNIDO  as being action-oriented.   For him, it was more of a promotional organization. 

In the statement he had made at the Eoard's third meeting (ID/B/12, para. k2), he 

had said that, in a very rchematic way, UNIDO could be viewed as a kind of central 

co-operative pool through whidi it was possible to draw on the reserves of experience, 

technical knowledge and tangible resources of all participating countries; thus,  its 

future role could be envisaged as the  central point in a vast network of 

international co-operation for eound,  orderly and rapid industrial progress. 

/». 
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While field operations were of course of vital importance,  they were merely 

one aspect of UNIDO«s many functions.    With the  financial resources at ito disposal, 

UNIDO could not hope to industrialize the developing countries.     It was the 

leverage effect of those resources combined with the effectiveness of the Board and 

UNIDO itself that would uelp to create a mutual exchange of knowledge and data 

gained frotr. experience.    He could not be a party to efforts  to transform UNIDO 

either into an employment agency l'or international officials and experts or into 

a Kind of dinosaur with an enormous body and a tiny brain.     It was p-ocisely 

intelligence and wisdom which UNIDO would need to identify the accumulate,! 

reserves of experience of the participating countries and  to stimulate the exchange 

of knowledge and skills. 

As an orr-an of the General Assembly,  Uli IDO had to serve the Assembly, the 

Economic and Social Council,  the regional economic commissions and ether Ur/lc-d 

Nations bodies.    Thus,  its staff must in principie be al',o  t-> follow t ;e ,•-•• -•..> 

in tbese bodies,  prepare the necessary documents and t;.r.5 *•--'-  —  -10 "-~1*—¿--o 

of the United Nations family.     However, UNIDO'r, present  i-   - - • :    -     >> J-- 

absolutely incapable of executing those functions adequo:.. -• - :  '"a • 

difficulty in sending staff members to meeting of the r-       '--   ^'  •    •'! ' confissions 

and other bodies which discussed que-¿ions of vitv. imrv. • .-•-:- to -1   '  °- 

With regard to the co-ore \:-r.ti . .1 of t'.«c wo:-.: of the Vr..-o.".  .fetors i?.r.:xy in 

the field of industrial development,  UNIDO had been made rosyoioibl-  for a ^r_ety 

of tasks,  including that of undertaking negotiations.     It vas asl:-d to do r^ny 

things but at the  same time it must take care  not to encroach on the field of 

competence of other agencies.     How had the specialized agencies acquired their 

competence and experience that were so greatly admired?    By recruiting generalise 

or specialists?    What kind of personnel did the Board intend to give UNIDO so 

that it could discharge its responsibility for co-ordination? 

If UNIDO could not carry out its other duties as it should,  the effectiveness 

of its operational activities  in the field would ruffer.     lu chat respect,   it 

received requests  for a£s ..stance,  considered then *nd sought the necessary  financial 

resources,  and finely too* the  nece: -ary r -.tion.     In quêtions  of ir^.-ul 

promotion,   its activities coulc  not    ,; limited to a nan" v;  r,.:.0e  of ^   .Vous;   it 

must be able to act in all fieles.     That was the source   -f mo,t of the problems 

with which UNIDO was now confronted.    It should be able to fulfil requests for 
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assistance, which could  relate to a wide variety of specific fields,   from aluminium 

and small-scale industry to industrial planning,  project evaluation and research. 

It !T:u::t  ue strongly emphasized tant since trie industrialisation of a large number 

of highly diverse countries was involved,  UNIDO could not restrict those countries 

to a particular field of industrial development or limit requests  for assistance 

to fields that UNIDO itself would select. 

In the documentation on the programme of work and activities,   some thirty 

areas had  been identified.    That numher vas a minimum if requests  for assistance 

were to he adequately met.     It was impossible to engage all the specialized staff 

required  for those thirty areas of activity.    A nucleus of specialists in each 

area oust therefore be  set up to serve as the ¡nainstay of UNIDO action.    All the 

areas listed under research activities  in document TD/B/k were siso listed in the 

first part of that document, which dealt with operational field activities.    Those 

two spheres of action complemented and supported each other.    What kind of staff, 

then,  r.hould UNIDO have?     It surely needed the generalist s, who would be 

responsible,  among other things,  for analysing requests,  identifying problems and 

setting up the necessary liaison, but  it would also need specialists  in highly- 

varied fields.    Within the limitations and practicalities of recruitment,  the 

UNIDO secretariat should  include both  types of staff,   the generalißt and the 

specialist, who would work closely together.    UNIDO's work depended on the supply 

of and demand  for assistance, the former originating frequently but not always in 

the advanced countries,   the latter in the developing countries. 

He had noted with interest the suggestion concerning UNIDO's field service. 

Such staff were very important for UNIDO;   they should co-operate closely with the 

regional economic commissions and UNDP resident representatives.     It would be 

useless,  however, to create a demand for assistance without a system of supply. 

The manifold functions of UNIDO required highly varied aptitudes on the part of the 

sta*T, which should include both members experienced in United Nations work and 

Etv renters,  account being taken in the case of the latter of the limitations of 

an essentially political organization such as the United Nations. 

A- 
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Referring to the comments made by délégations, he expressed surprise it the 

fact that some delegations did not seem to remember the information he had already 

given.  He did not think that it would be fifteen years before UNIDO would have 

need of the proposed staff; unlike the Jordanian representative, he believed that 

that period snould not exceed two or three years.  On the ither hand, he shared 

the Czechoslovak delegation's view that UNIDO must be a dynamic organization.  It 

was not true that UNIDO should limit itself to the technical aspects of a questior. 

For exemple, the problem of small-scale industry could be considered fr~>m several 

points of view, such as the technological and economic aspects.  But as matters r.ow 

stood, it was more rational, at least in UNIDO's opinion, to regard small-scale 

industry as a structure within a country, a proup which needed organization and 

assistance.  UNIDO wanted to encourage the establishment of small-scale industry 

extension services, analogous to those in agriculture.  It therefore regarded that 

institutional aspect of small-scale industry as essential at present in most of 

the developing countries.  Centres must be established at which small producers 

could obtain the advice and assistance they needed.  For all those reasons, the 

question of small-scale industry had been entrusted to a special section; that 

did not mean that UNIDO intended to neglect the technological or other aspects of 

such industry. 

One delegation had criticized the terms of reference of one division as 

summarized in document ID/B/L.1.  He pointed out, first, that the UNIDO 

secretariat's use of such brief summaries had been motivated by the criticism 

expressed by some delegations at the start of the session concerning the volume of 

documentation.  Secondly, he wondered whether two or three sentences taken out of 

context ought to be used as a reason for halting recruitment.  For his own part, he 

believed that recruitment should not be stopped until the organization vaa able to 

operate effectively and had acquired the minimum staff it needed to be viable. 

Another delegation had said that there was a division for operational 

activities, distinct from the substantive divisions.  That vas not so; the 

division in question did not have sole control over operational activities, but 

was responsible for channelling them. Every request for assistance was referred 

to the competent.^substantive division. It might be possible to find a better 

formula; in any event, the UNIDO secretariat was prepared to consider all relevant 

suggestions. 
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The crisis of UNIDO was the result of expectations that the organization 

would automatically acquire the necessary resources to fulfil at once its very 

broad responsibilities under General Assembly resolution 2152 (XXl).    While such 

n display of interest was certainly encouraging, the hard facts must be faced, 

and UNIDO should tread on solid ground by a succession of practical and 

well-considered steps. 

Mr.  TELL (Jordan) proposed that the ¡executive Director's statement should 

be circulated as an official Board document.    He continued to believe that the 

organisation should be action-oriented and felt that the wishes of Member States 

should be borne  in nind. 

Mr.  OLUMIDE (nigeria) and Mr.   V.ÄRSAMA (Somalia) supported the proposal 

that the Executive Director's statement should be circulated in its entirety. 

It vas so derided.* 

Mr.  KOFFI (ivory Coast) asked for some clarification of the R:>manian 

delegation's proposal to establish a European group in the Technical Co-operation 

Division.    Would that group be responsible for channelling the efforts of the 

industrialized countries of Europe to aid the developing countries,  or would it 

be a beneficiary of UNIDO activities?    General Assembly resolution 21'j2  (XXl) was 

clear on that point:    it déclarée that the purpose of tne organization was to 

pronote and accelerate the industrialization of the developing countries. 

Sir Edward •••'¿RJTSR (United Kingdom) noted with satisfaction that,  in 

the Executive Director's opinion,  the tentative manning table (IP B/L.5) 

represented the needs of UNIDO in two or three years'  time and not  in the immediate 

future.    As to the latter, his vievs were close to thoje of the Jn-danian 

representative.    He was afraid that the Executive Director's vievs were somewhat 
doctrinaire. 

*    The text of the statement made by the Executive Director of UNIDO will be 
circulated in extenso. 

/.• 
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Mr.  BLAU (united States of America)  recalled that when UNIDO had been 

established,  the Italian representative had pictured the organization as n group 

of consultants with a relatively small staff sufficiently familiar with  technical 

problems to discuss them with specialists,  to whrrr. they would assign specific 

tasks and whose reports they would evaluate.    That was a correct conception of 

UNIDO.    Furthermore, he did not believe that the organization was  currently being 

used as a placement agency.    Its structure was viable and efficient and it had 

been planned  not in the abstract but with a view  to  carrying out a definite 

programme.    He hoped that the Executive Director would devote his  energies to 

that programme and set up the macninery for turning it into a tangible reality 

in the developing countries. 

Mr.  REGÓ KONTEIRO  (Brazil) supported the Executive Director.    Of course, 

there were disagreements about the structure to be given to the organization but 

that was not exceptional.    In any event,  he hoped that the divergences <->f 

interpretation would not interfere with the activities cf UNIDO. 

Mr.  AHMED (Pakistan) expressed his confidence in the Executive Director. 

There was no contradiction between what he had said and the opinion of certain 

delegations.     In mentioning the promotional role of UNIDO, the Executive Director 

meant that,  as  the organization itself lacked the resources  to assume 

responsibility for industrialization,  it should seek to encourage  the initiation 

of projects.    The structure as  it emerged from document ID/B/L.J-  seemed  Likely to 

satisfy the needs which would certainly appear as  soon as UNIIO was really 

launched.    The work programme was being prepared in the form of guidelines.     If 

UNIDO wished in the future to attain the objectives which had been assigned to  it, 

it should have a specialized staff capable of evaluating the requests for 

assistance formulated by the various industrial sectors.    In that reapect, UNIDO 

was indeed to some extent a consulting firm,  for the Executive Director proposed 

to base the organization on a common pool of experience and knowledge. 

The research activities ted been heavily criticized, but,  as the Executive 

Director had pointed cut,  they were a necessary adjunct to operational activities. 

Document ID/B/U showed that seventy administrators were to organize and 

co-ordinate at Headquarters the activities of U69 experts in the field.    Since 
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the administrators  at Headquarters must also participate in outside activities and 

prepare desumente;,   the  ratio between them and the experts was excellent.    It would 

perhaps be useful  tc  cempare UNITO  ±n  ti.at  respect with other United  Nations 

L viies.    He therefore felt that the criticisms which had been addressed to the 

Secretariat were unjustified.    The tentative manning tabxe was  really an absolute 

minimum which should be  increased in  relation to the needs. 

His country was not  represented  in the secretariat and he expressed the 

hope  that the Executive Director, while not alone responsible for recruitment, 

would try to ensure a certain balance in the geographical distribution of staff. 

Mr. Tell  (Jordan)  resumed the Chair. 

Mr. QLUMIDE (Nigeria) said he was aware of the difficulties  encountered 

by the Executive Director.    They were due to a large extent to the fact that many 

countries had placed great hopes  in UNICO and that the lack of resources did not 

enable those hopes   to be achieved.    Certain representatives seemed, to  forget the 

financial difficulties when it was a question of setting up regional offices of 

UNIDO.    That was a very costly measure  for the organization and would  not really 

be necessary until the needs became pressing. 

Mr. MUZIK  (Czechoslovakia)  recalled that under General Assembly 

resolution 2152 (XXl) the purpose of the organization was to promote industrial 

development.    The Executive Director was therefore right to consider UNIDO as a 

promotional body.     Since resources were limited,  it was  in that role that it 

would exercise the  strongest influence.    As for the functions of the organization, 

it 3hould not be merely another executing agency responsible for operational 

activities.    That point had been discussed at length and its interpretation liad 

remained somewhat vague.    UNIDO was a United Nations organization and should act 

in accordance with the provisions of the Charter which stipulated that the United 

Nations should encourage international co-operation among all nations.    As long 

as UNIDO retained that mandate,  that would also be its function. 
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Mr.  EUMITRESCU  (Pomania) said, in reply to the representative of the 

Ivory Coast,   that Europe was a  region among others, with highly industrialized 

countries anu  others that were somewhat backward in that field.    The same was true 

of Asia and  even of North America.    Of course, in Europe,  the number of highly 

developed countries was very high but  it should be remembered that among the highly 

industrialized countries and those that were only in the first stages of 

industrialization there were some which had attained different  levels of 

development and which could give the  less developed countries the benefit of their 

experience,  although they still required co-operation from the highly developed 

enes.    For that reason a  European unit should be set up within the secretariat. 

It would have  the task of channelling aid to the developing countries but at the 

seme time would benefit from the activities  of UNIDO.    The organization would not 

be weakened  thereoy, for the beneficiary countries could in their turn assist the 

developing countries, thus offsetting the advantages  that they would derive from 

their participation in the activities of the organization. 

Mr.  WARSAMA (Somalia) said he was  surprised at the turn which the 

discussion had taken on such an uncontroversial issue.    At times, the deliberations 

had taken the  form of accusations levelled against the secretariat.    Of course, 

the Board vas  free to censure the Executive Director but it vas obvious that the 

manning table he had submitted was a minimum and that perhaps it -..-as not even 

adequate to allow the organization to meet the needs and to work effectively in 

the fields which the Board was  to determine.    Naturally, UNIX)  i\::J.d not become an 

employment agency, but it needed specialists not only for HT- .--U - -vro/ects but also 

on a permanent baais.    In that respect, UMIDO should study 'Y: c •-:.H\: st market. 

The structure of UNIDO was defined in resolution 2152  (.:.<l) r-ut  iu document 

ID/B/L.l there was no mention-of a unit responsible for pr   .    , o. ^  activities. 

The establishment of such a unit could be envisaged as part of tho Industrial 

Services and Institutions Division.    Tne Executive Director could take that 

suggestion into account and the Board could consider establishing the unit. 

>rMr.   KOFFI (Ivory Coast) noted the clarifications made by the 

representative of Romania and suggested that the Secretariat should go into the 

question in greater detail.    The unit could be called "European, and Korth American 

unit" andfcould be given the functions outlined by the representative of Romania. 

The Executive Director could initiate a study on the concept of under-development 

which so far had merely a restrictive character. 
/... 
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Mr* 3AHL0UL (Sudan) said he was satisfied with the statement by the 

Executive Director. It had been the subject of unjustified and inappropriate 

criticisms. His delegation endorsed the views which Mr. Abdel-Rahman had 

expressed on the structure necessary for the organization. 

Mr. YEGANEH (Iran) supported the Executive Director. The organization 

needed a solid structure if it was to accomplish its heavy task. It must hnve 

"brains" to direct its research and operational activities in a balanced manner. 

Mrs. SAILER (Austria) noted with satisfaction that the programme 

envisaged by the Executive Director was well conceived to respond to the aims of 

the organization. In order to be constructive, it must acquire a knowledge of 

the problems and stimulate requests. However, the resources were limited and in 

that respect prudence and wiadom were necessary. The views expressed by the 

Executive Director fulfilled those requirements and the Board should give him a 

free hand to reinforce the structure of the organization as the needs increased. 

Mr. VLADOV (Bulgaria) said that in general he shared the views of 

the Executive Director which were not contrary to General Assembly 

resolution 2152 (XXl). 

The meeting rose at 6.5 p.m. 
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